
out the lines. - ' v
You may fill them in, easily, however, with a pencil. Start at"

the "1" dot, drawing a straight line the "2" dot, then another
straight line to the "3" dot, and so by consecutive numbers till--

you have touched all the dots. Remember to draw straight lines
from dot to dot, regardless of other lines you may cross.
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GARY MIGHT WELL START

THINGS AT HOME

New York, Feb. ."Unless
capitalists, corporations, rich
men and powerful men them-
selves take a leading part in try-
ing to improve the conditions of
humanity, great changes will
come, and they will come mighty
quickly and the mob will bring
them."

was made by Lhavevnot ail of the fair
Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the
board of directors of the steel
trust, in a speech before the
York Lehigh Club' Sunday, and
financial circles in this city still
are gasping for breath.

The magnates of Wall Street
haven't been stirred since An-

dy Carnegie shocked and peeved
his former business associates by
calmly announcing the tariff on

ought to be done away with.
Gary got real worked up. He

said "the people generally are
'evincing a readiness to take
things into their own hand." He
talked a lot about the "spirit of
unrest," which he said was not
confined to the United States but
was worldwide.

Perfection of means of com-
munication and "appeals to the
prejudice of what some people
have seen fit to consider the mass-es,'uwe- re

to blame 'for this aw-
ful condition of affairs, according

SSSMSii&S,'u'7h'' m".
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to Gary: '
"Things are-bein- said," he de-

clared, 'Very similar to things
said just before the French revo-
lution. tell you the spark" may
yet make a flamend that soon.

"I have a special reason for
saying this, a reason that affects
you and me.

"Men of great power and influ-

ence in the affaris of the country
This statement us done
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things. It is imperative that
something be done to improve
the condition of mankind. Can- -
riot we ourselves do something
to improve that condition?

"I say that it is not only good
morals but good policy likewise
to improve those conditions. I ap-

peal to you all in your' dealings
with men under you to do the
square thing."

Noter Gary talks like he was
afraid somebody was going to
"put the boots to him," tp talk
vulgarly but expressively. At
the same time, we should feel a
great deal more confidence in
him if conditions at Homestead
were improved right away, if the
Steel Trust, of which. Gary is
head, ceased to work men 12
hours a day and 7 days a week,
for the stupendous sum of $10.50.

Frankly, it looks like Gary
were scared to death, and were
anxious to see labor condhionsi
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